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TOPIC OF THE WEEK

Economic agenda focuses actions on 
consolidation of the recovery process
The consolidation of growth, stability and the 
economic well-being of Venezuelans is the 
central axis of the Bolivarian Government’s 
management agenda, which reorients the 
priorities and strategic lines to continue ad-
justing to the recovery stage that has been ex-
perienced since 2021.
“A revolutionary government must take the 
pulse of all situations and set itself at the pace 
and speed that corresponds to it, according to 
the development of events,” President of the 

Republic, Nicolás Maduro, assured this week, 
adding that the indicators of the first quarter of 
2022 are “highly encouraging” and allow us to 
visualize the scenario for the second half.
In this scenario, actions such as the sale of 5% to 
10% of shares of public companies are glimpsed, 
and this has aroused the interest of foreign inves-
tors and has “the determined and total support of 
Venezuelan public opinion.”
In addition to the economic recovery, the 
Quadrants of Peace, a citizen security policy, will 

be strengthened in the face of new threats of vio-
lence from Colombia, and the new management 
structure with the People’s Power will be activated, 
with coordination mechanisms such as 1 x 10 of the 
good government.
The beginning of this scheme will coincide with the 
anniversary of Maduro’s second electoral victory, 
which he won on May 20, 2018. “We have faced our 
people (...) and four years later here we are victori-
ously riding the course of history .”
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The head of the delegation of the Bolivarian 
Government for dialogue, Jorge Rodríguez, met with 
Gerardo Blyde, representative of the Venezuelan 
opposition, to seek mechanisms that allow the process 
that began last year in Mexico City to be resumed.
At the meeting, they insisted on “the crucial 
importance of addressing social issues that are 
one of the main interests of our people”, aspects 
that were developed in the conversation table 
that integrates the Venezuelan diplomat Álex 
Saab, kidnapped for more than 700 days by the 
government of the United States.
Venezuela demands the participation of Saab 
“in any of the work initiatives that are eventually 

Dialogue for peace and a definitive end to the blockade
agreed upon,” Rodríguez reiterated.

For a total lifting of the blockade
For her part, the Executive Vice President, Delcy 
Rodríguez, stressed that our country “will con-
tinue to tirelessly promote a fruitful dialogue in 
a national and international format,” after con-
firming that the United States authorized US and 
European oil companies to negotiate and restart 
operations in Venezuela.
With these decisions, the government of the North 
American nation is expected to start “the path for 
the absolute lifting of the illegal sanctions that 
affect all our people.”

Our country, reaffirmed the Vice President, “has taken 
its first steps on the road to economic recovery with its 
own effort, denouncing and overcoming the illegiti-
mate sanctions and the inhumane blockade.”
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Minister Carlos Faría ratifies
commitment to multipolar world

DIPLOMACY

Venezuela is entering a phase to consolidate 
its economic recovery and is determined to 
reinvigorate its efforts to consolidate a multicentric 
and multipolar world free of tutelage and imposi-
tions, intrinsic values of the Bolivarian Diplomacy of 
Peace. These tasks will be assumed by Carlos Faría, 
appointed Minister for Foreign Affairs.
He “knows very well the entire geopolitical scenario 
of the struggle for a multipolar, multicentric world 
(...) he knows very well all the situation of the fight 
for hegemony in the world, he knows very well the 
active diplomacy, the peace dynamics” , said the 
President of the Republic, Nicolás Maduro, when 
he announced the designation. 
The new Foreign Minister comes from serving as our 
country’s Ambassador to the Russian Federation. 
Previously, he led the Vice Ministry of Intermediate 
Industries of the previous Ministry of Science, 

CAPSULES OF IDEAS
“The same way that Latin Americans think that

we must unite to find solutions, we must unite to avoid
tragedies, because no military intervention

is appropriate in this hemisphere.”
Fidel Castro. Statements to the Argentine press. May 26th, 2003

Foreign Minister Carlos Faría held a telephone 
conversation with his Russian counterpart, Sergey 
Lavrov, who congratulated him on his new ap-
pointment and thanked him for his important con-
tribution as Ambassador of Venezuela in Moscow.
During the conversation “the parties analyzed cur-
rent issues on the bilateral agenda and confirmed 
their mutual willingness to continue expanding the 
Russia-Venezuela cooperation in the international 

Exchange with Russian Foreign Minister
arena based on the aspiration to build a fair world 
order and guarantee peace,” the Russian embassy 
in Venezuela affirmed.
Thanks to the efforts of Commander Hugo Chávez 
and Vladimir Putin, later supported by President 
Nicolás Maduro, the Venezuela-Russia relations 
have risen to their highest level. Currently, both na-
tions have 260 cooperation agreements operating 
in various areas.

Technology and Intermediate Industries, he was 
Sector Vice President of Economy and Minister of 
Industry and Commerce of Venezuela, in 2016. 
“I thank the President Nicolás Maduro for the 
trust placed in my appointment as Foreign 
Minister of our country. Under his instructions, 
we will work tirelessly to consolidate the Diplo-
macy of Peace and the legacy of Commander 
Hugo Chávez,” Faría affirmed. 
Meanwhile, President Maduro recognized the work 
of Félix Plasencia in front of the Foreign Ministry. “I 
appreciate your effort, your skills, your intelligence,” 
President stated. 
The Head of State also appointed three more Ministers: 
Hipólito Abreu, in Industries and National Production; 
Ramón Velásquez Araguayán, in Transport, and 
Francisco Torrealba, in the Labor office.
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A commission of the National Assembly 
will investigate the plans of the US govern-
ment and the representatives of the extreme 
right, among them, the former deputy Juan 
Guaidó, to invade Venezuela and assassinate 
the President of the Republic, Nicolás Maduro. 
These intentions were revealed by the Secre-
tary of Defense of the former President Donald 
Trump, Mark Esper, in his autobiography.

The image of the Palestinian journalist Shirin 
Abu Akleh, murdered by the Israel army in a 
refugee camp in the occupied West Bank, has 
been projected for two nights on the México 
Avenue, in Caracas, as a reminder of the thou-
sands of lives that Zionism has killed. Venezu-
elan communicators have also expressed their 
repudiation of this crime and demand justice.
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Venezuela raised with Qatar the possibility of 
support with the financing of four agro-produc-
tive projects formulated by the United Nations 
Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO) 
for the promotion of seven agro-industrial 
chains. This organization offers our country 
technical cooperation in the agricultural and 
agro-industrial areas, within the framework of 
the Venezuela Country Program 2018-2024.

Financing evaluation

Investigation
of magnicide plans

Symbol of a struggle
for a free Palestine

Venezuela is announcing a plan to counteract 
the political treatment given by the govern-
ments of the region to Venezuelan nationals, 
who, as victims of the blockade, have been 
migrating. In a meeting, the representatives 
of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs discussed the 
situation with the Venezuelan ambassadors in 
Peru and Chile, Alexander Yánez, and Arévalo 
Méndez, respectively.

Protection of
Venezuelan migrants

NEWS BRIEF
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REVOLUTION IN PROGRESS

The golden generation triumphs in Deaflympics 
and South American Youth Games
When Venezuelan athletes go out to compete 
they put all their dedication to achieve new 
victories; and so it happened in the 3rd South 
American Youth Games 2022, which took place 
between April 28th and May 8th in Rosario, 
Argentina; and in the Brazil 2022Deaflympics, 
between May 1st and 15th.
In Rosario, our delegation surpassed for the first 
time the barrier of 20 gold medals in this competi-
tion and won 79 medals in total (26 gold, 19 silver 
and 34 bronze), to be place 4th in the medal table.
Our athletes stood out in athletics (with 12 
medals), Olympic wrestling (11), swimming (11) 
weightlifting (8), boxing (7), taekwondo (6), judo 
(5), fencing (5), karate (4), speed skating (4), 3x3 
basketball (2), beach handball (1), cycling (1), 
table tennis (1) and archery.
Swimmers María Yegres, winner of four medals in 

The LGBTI+ community commemorated 
the International Day against Homophobia, 
Biphobia and Transphobia (IDAHOBIT) and the 
National Day against Hate and all types of Dis-
crimination based on Sexual Orientation, on May 

17, at Plaza Bolívar and at the Public Defense in 
Caracas. Authorities recognized activists of this 
sector, who delivered a draft ordinance for the 
full enjoyment of their rights.
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In defense and respect for Gender Diversity
VENEZUELA IN IMAGES

US congressmen
recognize the
devastating effect
of the blockade
The effect of the Unilateral Coercive Measures 
(UCMs) on Venezuela is so perverse that sectors 
of power in the United States (USA), the main 
promoter of this aggression, ask President Joe 
Biden to lift them.
In a letter dated May 10th, 18 senators from the 
US Congress urge the president to promote dia-
logue with his Venezuelan counterpart, Nicolás 
Maduro, who has always promoted this mecha-
nism. In addition, they ask for an end to the so-
called sanctions, “which have only achieved the 
generalized suffering of the Venezuelan people.”
Citing figures from agencies of the United 
Nations (UN), the legislators acknowledge 
that the UCMs caused the displacement 
of Venezuelans abroad, as well as caused 
damage to food and health, as the Venezuelan 
Government has denounced.
“In light of this, and the terrible human costs 
that have been incurred, we urge you to lift all 
financial and sectoral sanctions from the United 
States that aggravate the humanitarian situa-
tion,” reads the text, signed by figures such as 
Raúl Grijalva and Jesus “Chuy” Garcia.
It is not the first time that these legislators have 
made this request. In August 2021, some 19 
congressmen urged Secretary of State Antony 
Blinken in a letter to repeal the UCMs against 
our country.
Earlier that year, the White House admitted, 
in a Government Accountability Office report, 
that the blockade has been disastrous for the 
Venezuelan economy. Faced with this aggression, 
the Bolivarian Government is promoting policies 
that are beginning to bear fruit, such as growth of 
7.6% in the third quarter of 2021.
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UNBLOCK

the Junior Pan American Cali 2021, and flag bearer 
Emil Pérez, multi-medalist at the National Games 
2022, stood out in Argentina by winning five 
medals each. “This goes to the Venezuelan youth; 
never give up, whatever you want, you will be able 
to achieve it”, said Pérez, who emphasized that his 
dream is to reach Paris 2024.
In Brazil, our delegation was placed 18th in the final 
table with 17 medals in total: 2 gold, 3 silver and 
12 bronze. It is the second best performance of the 
country in a deaflympics, after the 18 medals won 
in Turkey 2017.
These triumphs reflect the progress of the Paris 
2024 Olympic Dream Plan, activated last year to 
promote the massification of sport, the formation 
of new talents and the comprehensive improve-
ment of training conditions for athletes.
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Eleven months after the Battle of Carabobo, which 
sealed the independence of Venezuela on June 
24th, 1821, the Liberation Army waged another 
decisive battle for the liberation of South America 
on the slopes of the Pichincha volcano, in the 
province of Quito, today Ecuador.
There, on May 24th, 1822, the patriot troops under 
the command of Antonio José de Sucre climbed 
the volcano slowly, due to the geographical condi-
tions of the area, at 3,500 meters of altitude, when 
they were spotted by the army commanded by 
the royalist Melchor of Aymerich, the last Spanish 
governor that Quito had.
In the confrontation, which began at 9:30 in the 
morning, the Liberation Army was diminished by 
the Spanish, who were close to reaching the top. 
But a manoeuvre by the patriots, with men like 
Lieutenant Abdón Calderón, a 17-year-old who 
continued in combat despite being wounded four 
times, finally defeated the royalists.
At noon, the victory belonged to the men 
commanded by Sucre, who the following day 
achieved the capitulation of Aymerich. Thus, 
the way was opened to liberate Peru and annex 
Quito to Gran Colombia, an integrating dream 
of Simón Bolívar.
“That road is still fresh, the line was deep,” 
Commander Hugo Chávez said on one of his 
visits to Ecuador, who promoted the vindica-
tion of the liberating deed as the flag of the 
Bolivarian Revolution, which commemorates 
the 2022-2030 bicentennial cycle to honour 
great events of South American independence.
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In Pichincha the
victorious advance
of the liberation
of South America
was assured

HEROIC ROOTS

Among the streets of El Guarataro, a popular area in 
western Caracas, the creative character of Aquiles 
Nazoa was formed, the most fervent believer in 
the creative powers of the Venezuelan people, as 
he confirmed in one of his best-known works. The 
poet, humorist and journalist born on May 17th, 
1920 began to work as a child and, at the same 
time, to feed his intellectual universe connected 
with popular ingenuity.
That was his inspiration to talk about our 
idiosyncrasy with Joking Geography of Venezuela, 
a journey through the peculiar names of important 
cities; his Commented News, a scathing and 
intelligent look at the information scene, or the 
parody of universal works such as “Mister Hamlet”, 
alluding to the play by William Shakespeare.
But humour in no way separated him from 
his ideas. With his work he also defended the 
Cuban Revolution, extolled Venezuelan customs 

With humor and ingenuity Aquiles 
Nazoa vindicated popular roots

On February 5th, 2020, former Member of Parliament 
Juan Guaidó together with Julio Borges and Carlos 
Vecchio, fugitives from Venezuelan justice, went to 
the White House to ask Donald Trump for a military 
invasion to end the mandate of Nicolás Maduro.
However, the representatives of the extreme 
right argued that undertaking this action with 
Venezuelans “was very complicated.” With their 
response, they hinted: “It would be easier and 
faster if the US did it for us,” says the then head 
of the Pentagon, Mark Esper, in his book A Sacred 
Oath: Memoirs of a Secretary of Defence during 
Extraordinary Times.
In the text, it is detailed that Trump evaluated 
various scenarios with Guaidó, Borges and Vecchio: 
a mercenary invasion from Colombia, a military 
invasion from the US and the assassination of 
President Maduro, which was pursued three 

months later with the failed Operation Gideon.
The meeting, however, did not leave Guaidó in 
an advantageous position. According to Esper, 
the former Member of Parliament was perceived 
by Trump as a weak man who could not replace 
Maduro, who was fighting against the invasion 
plans for Venezuela.
The book also recounts how an attack was 
planned against the José Antonio Anzoátegui 
refining complex in eastern Venezuela, “the naval 
blockade of Cuba and Venezuela and the theft of 
Venezuelan oil in international waters,” said the 
Venezuelan ambassador to the United Nations. 
United, Samuel Moncada, who shared several of 
Esper’s confessions in the text on social networks.
“All Venezuelans must know these facts to 
understand the threat we still face today,” said the 
diplomatic representative.

Former US official confirms that Guaidó 
called for a military invasion

UNCOVERING FAKE NEWS

against foreign traditions and vindicated the 
legacy of the Liberator, Simón Bolívar. In addi-
tion, he showed a different vision of culture in 
his television program “The simplest things”, 
broadcast in the 1970s.

Love of a tradition
Aquiles said that his childhood “was poor, but 
never sad.” Most likely, he was referring to the 
hours he spent in his aunt Ariadna’s sewing 
room, with whom he discovered that he could 
“humanize things through the crafts of art.” 
Thus, his love for rag dolls, a typical Venezuelan 
toy, was born.
Inspired by this, craftsmen, boys and girls made 
more than 500 rag dolls in Caracas to pay tribute to 
the creator, 102 years after his birth, when National 
Poetry Day is also commemorated in Venezuela.
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BEATS OF OUR PEOPLE


